Handheld data entry into DC305 with Pocket CowCard (PCC)
PCC is a handheld software program that is paired with Dairy Comp 305. It runs on a Pocket PC and can communicate with DC305 through either USB or network connections. For most users, this program is easy to learn and understand. Great effort has been put into both data entry ease and protection.

Individual Records
PCC displays multiple pages of an individual animal record. Any page can be selected by tapping the desired tab.

Command Lists
List’s can be created for PCC in Dairy Comp 305. These lists are sent to PCC from DC305 with each herd refresh.

Data Entry
In many cases, simply entering or scanning an animal on a list can be used for data entry. This is much like entering information in Dairy Comp from a list of cows checked off.

Electronic ID
Pocket CowCard is designed to maximize the value of “ISO 1784/1785 compliant” electronic ID. With PCC and RFID, large numbers of cows in lockups can be processed faster and more accurately than ever before without printed lists.

“We have been using Pocket Cowcard for almost a year. I would describe it as awesome! Having cow information in your hand is great. With scanning, we can combine tasks. We can then perform them faster and more accurately with fewer people. I can’t imagine trying to run a synch program without it. The ability to check and fix pen location while working on other lists has been a huge help for us too.”

Frank Dinis, Charles Ahlem Ranch, Hilmar, CA

“With Pocket Cowcard and RFID, we went from needing three people to only needing one when locating cows for vet check and synchronization programs. At the same time our compliance went up. Being able to enter events cow side has reduced paperwork and made management more efficient.”

Mike Schouten, Mission Dairy, Mission, TX

“"We’re milking about 4,000 cows. To the point, Pocket Cowcard with RFID decreases labor and makes money!”

David Mc Dermid, Desert Star Dairy, Texaco, NM

“We are currently milking 4,000 cows. We contacted Valley Ag. Software about Pocket Cowcard because we wanted to enter vet check information cowside. Our favorite feature is the ability to enter information into the handheld unit during vet check and then download it into Dairy Comp 305. The reproductive management programs such as Presynch and Ovsynch require us to find cows reliably. Pocket Cowcard with RFID, allows us to do this quicker with no errors. Overall, we would say that Pocket Cowcard is a very positive investment for any large herd. It just makes sense to use Pocket Cowcard together with RFID and gain the benefits they have to offer.”

John Huie, Hillcrest Dairy, Le Grand, CA
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